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U3A Port Fairy 

An imported Ferrari in Port Fairy! 

John Miller  

11 September 2020 

Port Fairy has one of the most amazing assemblages of pretty weeds that seem to occur 

nowhere else in Australia or are at least very restricted in their distribution. 

Not too sure why that would be other than the area was settled very early by Europeans who 

brought their “weeds” with them plus our generally agreeable climate which suits plants from 

other places. The other reason as to why here and not other places may relate to the fact 

that our sandy soils are more or less surrounded by heavier volcanic clays which may not 

have suited their spread. 

Whatever, there is a suite of generally pretty weeds that really enjoy Port Fairy and, 

depending on your point of view, add to the interest of the place. 

If you go down James Street to the junction with Ocean Drive, you will see one of our most 

interesting and striking weeds. Along the western edge of the footpath from the caravan park 

about 20m from Ocean Drive you will see a grey-green herbaceous plant with a zig-zag leaf 

arrangement and, at this time of year, you will also see some of the stunning blotchy black 

and white flowers with a fellow ruff along the edges of the six petals.   

The plant is aptly called Starfish Iris and also has a great botanical name - Ferraria crispa 

subsp. crispa. (The “crispa” name relates to the crinkled ruff edges of the petals). 

Naturally, it is from South Africa like so many of our weeds that thrive in sandy soils. 

The zig-zag leaf structure The Starfish Iris flower (about 5-6cm across) 

It springs from an orange coloured corm (like a flattened bulb) during winter and generally 

starts flowering in early to mid-September. When it has finished flowering the above-ground 

parts die and the corm lays dormant until next winter. 

Not a red Ferrari, but well worth a look over the next few weeks. 

 


